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Judgment

We humans have rather a love/hate relationship with the concept of judgment. What estranged spouse
or beleaguered parent hasn’t heard that shrill invective, “Don’t you dare judge me!”
In fact, the word has so much baggage that when I asked Judge Rod Kennedy ’77 for a photo for the
feature in this magazine that showed him looking “judgmental” (by which I meant wearing his robes and
looking authoritative), he wondered if we couldn’t find a better word. “Perhaps ‘judgely’ would work?”
Because the idea of judgment is so onerous to us in our personal relationships, I was curious about how people who judge for
a living get along with their loved ones. The judges I interviewed
deflected the question with, “You’ll have to ask my spouse.” But I
think I heard the answer.
It came from Judge Solomon Oliver ’69, who told me, “I don’t
think of a judge as being who I am. It’s what I do.”
Judges do what they do because society has asked them to do
it. But when professionals have as much effect on our lives as
judges do, we want them to become what they do. I’ve only needed
to appear before a judge once in my life, and I still remember my
surprised jolt when he walked into the courtroom. The father of one
of my young son’s playmates, he had recently delivered his squirrelly
five-year-old to my house to play with my equally squirrelly five-year
old. The frazzled father had been replaced by a robed decider. The jolt I felt was like the one you receive
when you see your kindergarten teacher buying beer or your minister wearing knee socks and smoking a
cigarette. The roles we ascribe to the players in our lives give us a steady (albeit false) feeling of continuity.
We ask a lot of these men and women who are our judges. We hope that the feature story, “Your
Honors,” gives you some insight into the profession, and into the lives of five alumni who practice it.

KAROL CROSBIE
Editor
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Fern Valley, the natural area recently given to the College, was so named because of its
Christmas ferns, which stay green throughout the cold winter.
WINTER 2010 Wooster 1
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We welcome your feedback. Write to Karol Crosbie,
editor, Wooster, Ebert Art Center, The College of
Wooster, 1220 Beall Ave., Wooster, Ohio, 44691, or
kcrosbie@wooster.edu. We may edit letters for clarity
and length.

LETTERS FROM OUR READERS

Mailbox

The paradox of Norman Morrison

Tribute to a friendship

I am shocked that the College administration chose silence
45 years ago when Norman Morrison died. The choice to ignore
the solemn facts of Morrison’s death flies in the face of all that
the College stands for—intellectual courage and faith. Thank
goodness Anne Morrison Welsh was welcomed recently to the
campus to tell about her journey.
Thank you, Wooster, for the story on the glory of the groves.
The photos and the trees are a lovely reminder of what is best
about the College. May our love endure as long, and longer.

In the Fall 2004 issue of Wooster, my dearest friend, Margi
Beem Miller ’73, wrote about our friendship in a story titled
“Parallel Lives.” She described how our lives have overlapped and
intertwined since we met in Holden Hall in the fall of 1969. The
following year, we lived in Wagner; as juniors, we roomed with
Suzanne Schluederberg and Judy Day, ’73s, in Miller Manor. For
our senior year, we joined separate program houses—Margi was
in Myers-Shear and I was in Westminster. A shortcut through
several backyards became well-worn that year.
After graduation, our lives continued to be parallel and to
intersect, so that for a time we lived across the street from each
other and taught pre-kindergarten in the same building. We
talked every day, walked together at least three times a week,
and supported each other.
The summer of 2008, however, brought us to a new journey,
one that we took together, joined by family members and many
friends, and one that changed everything. Margi was diagnosed
with pancreatic cancer in mid-August and died on May 18, 2009.
In Margi’s Wooster article, she modestly described how she
and I worked as pre-K teachers. She, of course, did not explain
that her passion for teaching was the inspiration that brought me
to this profession and that she was and is considered a master
teacher by the Ithaca early childhood community. Her light will
shine for a very long time, as we struggle with the challenges of
teaching young children.
Margi and I shared thoughts, exchanged views, and built many
of our ideas and philosophies of life together. Our conversations
never began and never ended—they would be left off and picked
up as we needed—and it seemed that we never really stopped
talking. (Just ask our husbands.)
For me, Margi was more than a friend, or perhaps the epitome
of what a friend can be. She was my mentor and my inspiration. I
inherited her passions for swimming, kayaking, Cayuga Lake, and
cross-country skiing. Many of her friends are becoming close
friends of mine, and she left me with incredible memories. Our
lives are staying tightly connected.

J A N I C E K A Z M A I E R K E L LY ‘ 6 1
K E N T, O H I O

I just finished reading the newest issue of Wooster and want
to share my initial reaction when I learned about Norm Morrison’s
death: On November 3, 1965, I was employed by the Chevrolet
Division of GM and had just arrived in New York on a business
trip. An associate and I were in Grand Central Station, probably
waiting to take a train to the Tarrytown Assembly Plant. We had
just entered a restaurant and ordered breakfast. I picked up the
New York Times. There on the front page was the shocking story
not about a stranger, but someone I had known at Wooster!
There were no tears. I was unable to eat a single bite of that
meal. My appetite simply vanished.
TE D FR E DLEY ’53
B R E VA R D , N . C .

The College’s Vietnam memorial
We received a call from Margaret Liske ’61, sister-in-law of
the late David Dungan ’57, asking if we would include some
information on the College’s Vietnam memorial, pictured in the
Norman Morrison story.
The memorial was the result of a class taught by Dungan,
then visiting professor of religion, in 1986-87. Students in his
class, Legacies of the Vietnam War in American Culture, were
inspired to propose that the campus erect a memorial.
In early May 1987, a memorial was commemorated on the
slope behind the football field. A large rock, with the simple
inscription, Vietnam, also bears these words: To all who suffered
due to the Vietnam War. May their pain guide our paths.
F R O M T H E E D I TO R

2 Wooster WINTER 2010
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A detail from the sculpture
Double Core by Mel Kendrick

Omnibus:

T

Presenting possibilities

he College’s newest sculpture, Omnibus, by John Buck, was
installed last summer. Originally created in wood, the College
commissioned a bronze rendition, a gift from the The Howland
Memorial Fund of Akron.
Whimsical and untraditional icons, such as the Parthenon, a
tortoise shell, the Tower of Babel, a chalice, a donut, Scotty dog
magnets, and a thistle, protrude from a traditional library globe.
The sculpture is titled Omnibus because of the idea that humans
travel together on the same vehicle—earth.

Sculptor Buck, whose works are exhibited throughout the
United States, resists pinning his art down to a single idea.
“People tend to want to put art on a pedestal and demand that it
must say or mean one thing,” he says. “Art is an interaction of
viewer and art, and it is as varied as the people who look at it.
Omnibus is about all things.
“You can’t do all things. But you can present the possibility.”

WINTER 2010 Wooster 3
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Oak Grove

HAPPENINGS AROUND CAMPUS

Oak Grove

The Beall Streetscape

And it was. The invisible improvements (separation of storm
and sanitary sewer and new utility lines) are valued, but the “wow”
factor comes from the artful use of stone and brick, graceful new
lights, and landscaping.
The $8 million project, a partnership between the College and
the city of Wooster, provides a stunning gateway to the College,
enhances the marketability of the Beall Avenue commercial district, and provides a safer environment for everyone.

NEWS BRIEFS

organization by 2011, while maintaining its historic affiliation with
the College. The new arrangement will provide OLO greater flexibility in its operations and fund-raising, including sponsorship
opportunities. From an audience member’s perspective, the transition should be seamless. The company will continue to perform
at Freedlander Theatre and house its performers and support
personnel on campus. A transition committee of College officials
and members of the OLO Advisory Board will work out the
details of the new arrangement over the next 24 months.
In both cases, the new relationship will allow the College to
focus more tightly on its core educational mission.

Photos: Karol Crosbie

For almost a year, campus residents plaintively groused about
torn up streets and sidewalks. Crossing Beall Avenue involved
leaping over and into huge craters, which could appear overnight.
Jackhammering was pervasive. Parking lots were in shambles. In
convocation and commencement addresses, administrators compared the campus to Baghdad.
But in the middle of the grousing, a faithful believer would
always say, “Yeah, but it’s going to be worth it.”

New relationships
The College has signed an agreement with Wooster Inn general manager, Ken Bogucki, to operate the Inn as an independent
business. The College retains ownership of the property and
remains responsible for its maintenance, but now leases the
building and rights to the Wooster Inn name to a new company
formed by Bogucki.
The College has also announced plans for the Ohio Light
Opera (OLO) to become an independent, not-for-profit arts

4 Wooster WINTER 2010
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Helping out of a jam

Two more ways to stay connected

When the Montessori program in Wooster was suddenly
forced to find a new space for its school, staff members
approached the College about selling the Wooster Inn’s Guest
House, which had been acquired from Rubbermaid in 2005.
Although the College had not been actively seeking to sell the
Guest House, the opportunity was a good one. Montessori
directors next approached Tim ’67 and Jenny Coddington
Smucker ’68 of Orrville for some help with the down payment.
The couple donated the entire $650,000 asking price.

Interested in having the Wooster Voice delivered to your
home every week? You may subscribe to the College’s student
newspaper, which has been going strong since 1883. The newspaper, which comes out on Fridays during the academic year,
costs $40 for a semester or $70 for the year. Details are at
http://thewoostervoice.com/wpcontent/uploads/2009/10/subscriptions.pdf. Contact: 330-263-2598 or voice@wooster.edu.
Need gift ideas for a Wooster fan? Check out the Wilson
Bookstore at WWW.wilsonbookstore.com.

WINTER 2010 Wooster 5
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Oak Grove

HAPPENINGS AROUND CAMPUS

Oak Grove

It’s a quiet Sunday afternoon on campus and
many of Wooster’s male students are studying,
sleeping, or watching football. But on the northern
edge of campus, seven juniors in one of the
College’s program houses are sitting around shooting the breeze … and crocheting.
Twice each week these daring males, who call
themselves the Wooster “Bro”chet Society, gather to
crochet hats and scarves for three local human
services agencies.
The group evolved from another program house,
which provides service to the Boys and Girls Club of
nearby Orrville. Several residents of that house were
intrigued by the crocheting skills of Matt Pullara, a
psychology major from Littleton, Colo., who made
hats for fellow students in his free time. “That got us
interested in learning how to do it,” says Zachary
Boylston, an economics major from Charlotte, N.C.,
who serves as the club’s co-president. “Then we
started talking about making it an ongoing service to
the community.” The group had no problem selling
the idea to Wooster’s Office of Residence Life, which
oversees the program houses.
It took the guys about a week to learn how to crochet and another week or two to become proficient.
“Matt is the best,” says Boylston. “He’s incredible.”
Hats can take anywhere from 11⁄2 to 21⁄2 hours to
complete. “It depends on the number of colors, the
stitching, and any extras you want to add, like ear
flaps and poof balls,” says Boylston, proudly displaying a bright pink tasseled cap custom-made for a
four-year-old girl. The group’s goal is to produce 21
items every month.
So far, the guys have demonstrated a surprisingly
(from left) Juniors Zach Boylston, Matt Pullara, and Will Santino are members of
high level of skill, but there are occasional defects, like
the “Bro”chet Society, a program house that crochets items for local human
the time Boylston failed to add earflaps because he
service agencies.
ran out of yarn. As for measurements, there’s no particular procedure. “We just use our own heads as a way to
In the meantime, they continue to gather twice weekly to talk
approximate size and adjust from there,” says Boylston.
about football, TV shows, and other guy things. And they expose
Plans are in the works to attract other members of
a gentler side, as they critique each other’s work with comments
the campus community to the activity, via a crocheting party
such as, “nice choice of colors” or “lovely design.”
at the Lowry Student Center.
by John Finn, director of public information
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Alumni News
Alumni Board News
New Board members
The Alumni Board welcomed its newest members, who
began their three-year terms in October: (From left) Shabad
Thadani ’06 is a credit analyst in New York, N.Y.; Ken Shafer
’75, also a College Trustee, is a physician at the Cleveland Clinic
in Wooster; Bev Kimble Siligmueller ’72 is a free-lance
fundraiser in Lakeside, Calif.; Sandeep Bhatia ’89, also a
Trustee, owns a management consulting firm in Shaker Heights,
Ohio; Jennifer Smith ’83 is an attorney with the U.S. Small
Business Administration in Washington, D.C.; Nina Thomas
Taylor ’65 is a retired medical software specialist in Carpinteria,
Calif.; Daren Batke ’02 is development director for the
University of Michigan Law School.
President elect (not pictured) is Erika Poethig ’93, deputy
assistant secretary for policy with the U.S. Dept. of Housing and
Urban Development in Washington, D.C.

Photo: Karol Crosbie

Committee goals
The Board has focused its work on three areas, and all board
members contribute to the efforts of these strategic committees:
Development, alumni engagement, and student engagement.
Goals include increasing the number of contributors to the
Wooster Fund, beginning planning reunions two years before the
event, and networking with current students.

Photo: Matt Dilyard

Cheering their alma mater
Alfie Gabriel Campbell ’41, a 90-year-old former Presbyterian missionary from
Wooster, and Lance Shreffler ’48, an 87-year-old retired educator from Columbus,
joined 10 other former cheerleaders for a reunion during Homecoming.
Campbell arrived on campus in 1937 and was disappointed to learn that cheerleading was for men only. “I didn’t think it was right, so I fought to have women
included,” said Campbell, who majored in sociology and minored in physical education. That fall, Campbell became Wooster’s first female cheerleader.
Shreffler came to the College in 1941 and cheered for two years. But World War
II escalated, and he was called away to serve in Europe. He returned in 1946, but by
then he had several other roles, including presiding over the student body and headwaiting in one of the dining halls.
The old pros helped to cheer the 2009 Scots to victory. Although they abstained
from pyramids and backflips, their century-old “locomotive” cheer clearly helped to
derail Denison, 27-6.
by John Finn

WINTER 2010 Wooster 7
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by KAROL CROSBIE

onors

“When people can’t resolve their own disputes,” says

Judge Solomon Oliver ’69, “ they need a system that can
help bring closure and allow them to move on.” Judges do
the work that society cannot do. Though we hope we will
never need their services (rather like root canal surgeons),
we honor them with stature and clothe them in ceremony.
As professionals, they share a commitment to justice, but
under their robes they are individuals with personal styles
that range from quicksilver humor to gentle steadiness.
They are 80-year-old veterans and 30-year-old rookies.
They are parents of teens and two-year-olds. They are
grandparents, musicians, and teachers.
At least 25 Wooster alumni are active or retired judges.
It was difficult to choose only five to introduce to you.

8 Wooster W I N T E R 2 0 1 0
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“The idea that none of us comes to
salvation but for grace really informs
me—keeps me humble.”
JUD GE

ROD

KENNEDY

ROD KENNEDY ’77

A

s one of 10 judges on New Mexico’s Court of Appeals, Rod Kennedy lives
a subdued, intellectual, and quiet professional life. The noise, drama, and
humanity of the trial courtroom are muffled—sometimes even silent. He
pores over piles of briefs and with deliberate, conservative wisdom, renders
opinions—around 100 in a typical year.
But a conversation with Kennedy, who is quick to acknowledge that he is the sum of all
of his past lives, reveals that the fiery attorney with an attitude and the metropolitan judge
who ruled on 65,000 cases lie just below the surface. “I love the scholastic side of the law
and the interplay of ideas and human circumstances,” he says. “But the rough and tumble of
the courtroom I truly loved.”
It was after a particularly rough courtroom session about 21 years ago that attorney
Kennedy returned to his office, kicked the wastebasket, and announced to his law partner
that he could do a better job than the judge who had just ruled against his client. His partner agreed that the judge had done a darned near immoral job of judging, reached into his
pocket, gave Kennedy $300, and told him to get started on an election campaign to unseat
the aforementioned judge. He did, and lost. Two years later, he tried again, won, and went
on to serve for 11 years as Albuquerque’s presiding civil and metropolitan criminal judge. In
1999 and again in 2001, he was appointed to the State Court of Appeals.
Kennedy is a fly fisherman, a folk musician, an articulate Presbyterian, and the father of
two teenage daughters. He is also a consummate sharer of ideas. Following are excerpts
from an interview with Wooster magazine.

W I N T E R 2 0 1 0 Wooster 9
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On the difference between the
appellate judge and trial judge

Up here, it’s all law. You don’t have to face the people the way
you do at the trial level. Down there, the question is in their
eyes: “Why in the heck should I trust you?” Up here, we never
see that look.

On science and the law

Kennedy, who is chair of the jurisprudence section of the American
Academy of Forensic Sciences, is considered an expert on forensic
science in the courtroom. Current research topics include courtroom
reliance on handwriting, fingerprints, and eyewitness accounts.
Science marches on over time. New discoveries lead to
newer discoveries. Science is not a static process. The law,
however, is. We go from verdict to verdict. Each case has an
answer which ends up being the answer for that case forever.
Except, however, when DNA shows that we were wrong.

On skepticism

As an appellate judge, you need to be skeptical of government power. That’s your job—to dig in your heels and put on
the brakes—to use the Constitution as a yardstick to measure
the validity of what the government wants to do.

On society and crime

When it involves crime, society has abdicated an awful
lot of power over their own self-governance to legislators.

Rod Kennedy’s list of things that “uplift the spirit,” include fly-fishing,
friends, family, and music. He plays in a folk band in Albuquerque.
10 Wooster W I N T E R 2 0 1 0

The public attitude is, “You guys deal with the bad people.
You guys keep them out of sight and out of mind.” This
results in huge prison populations and draconian ways of
looking at the law.

Conservatism and predictability

Being a conservative doesn’t mean that you’re Rush
Limbaugh. Being a conservative means that there is a base and
you don’t move very far from it. That’s important, because law
needs to be predictable to the people who use it. If you’re going
out on your own too often or too far, people have less regard for
the law because they can’t depend on it.

On surviving ugliness

Judges end up being the repository of society’s secrets in
many ways. At least 20 to 30 percent of our cases involve removing kids from abusive parents. You read the facts in those cases,
and they become a part of you. And it’s true—if you look into
an abyss long enough, the abyss starts looking back.
One of the great things about living in Albuquerque is that a
30-minute drive can take you away, so that you don’t see a sign
of human habitation. That much space and beauty around you
can really suck some of the ugliness out. And it focuses your
mind on the things that are sweetest about life: Family, friends,
music—things that uplift the spirit.

On the importance of humility

The legitimacy of what we do depends on being accepted by
society. We’re sitting here on the top of the groundswell of all
humanity, because that’s what the law is. Every human endeavor,
every human foible—sooner or later you’ll find in the law.
It’s the people who look from the inside out, without broader
touchstones, those are the judges I wind up not liking very
much. We’re not doing this because I’m right. I’m reaching this
result because hundreds of thousands of people in hundreds of
generations have worked on the law. We’re still using the stuff
Hammurabi was talking about in 1780 B.C.
The worst disease a judge can have is thinking that you are
God’s gift to the robe. The second you think you have all the
answers, you shouldn’t be a judge. When you’re looking from the
bench at people who have worse foibles than you, it’s easy to say,
“Cripe, I’m not so bad.” And then you say, “Well, dang, I’m
pretty damned good.” At that point, you’ve just gone over the
backside of the hill. You have to be very, very mindful of your
failings and critical of what you do.
The idea that none of us comes to salvation but for grace really
informs me—keeps me humble. People have handed me one of
the most incredible jobs. If I don’t feel I have to justify the public
trust in every case, every day, I shouldn’t be doing the job.
As soon as I think it’s me who has the answers, as opposed to
having the skill to find them, I ought to quit.
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DAV I D D. D OW D ’ 5 1

F

ifty-nine years ago, David Dowd developed
this thesis for his Independent Study: If you
know a judge’s background, you can predict
what kind of judge he will be. “You don’t leave
your background out in the mist somewhere,”
he says today. “You bring it with you.”
At least one element of Dowd’s Wooster background served
him well. He was president of the student senate, an elected
position. “It paid your tuition, and it was a pretty big deal,” he
remembers. Dowd, who ran for office as a councilman for the
City of Massillon, prosecuting attorney for Stark County, judge
for Ohio’s Fifth District, and the Ohio Supreme Court, made
good use of his Wooster campaigning skills.
But his days of campaigning ended on a day in late August
1982, when he received a call from President Reagan. Dowd
clearly remembers the short conversation. “I have on my desk
the papers to nominate you for District Judge,” said the president. “Do I have your permission?” “I said, ‘Yes you do, Mr.
President.’” And that was that. As an Article III federal judge,
Dowd’s days of needing to run for office were over.
At age 80, Dowd is a senior judge for the Northern
District of Ohio, one of the largest federal courts in the
nation. No two days are the same. A day in early November

saw him poring over documents relating to an antitrust suit
filed by the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company. “I’ve never
encountered this particular problem before,” he says.
“We’re constantly seeing things that are new. You can’t punch
a button and out comes the answer. And that’s what makes the
job kind of interesting.”

“It’s a tonic to have an active mind.”

His least favorite part of the job is sentencing, which, after 27
years on the bench, hasn’t gotten any easier, says Dowd.
“Congress has gone way overboard in sentencing guidelines and
mandatory minimum sentences. I try to use sentencing as an
opportunity to encourage the person to better him or herself
when incarcerated, so I talk to them like a Dutch uncle. I say, ‘I’ve
got to send you down. I can’t not do that. But you have to decide
what you’re going to do with your life when you’re in prison.’”
How long will he continue to serve? “People are always asking me that,” he says. “I’ve appointed a committee of three, with
my wife as an ex-officio member, two judges, and a lawyer—all
close friends. Their assignment is to come to me and tell me the
day it’s time to go.”
“I’m not exactly a spring chicken, but I still enjoy the work
and the challenge. It’s a tonic to have an active mind.”

W I N T E R 2 0 1 0 Wooster 11
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“My whole approach involves remembering
who I am, where I came from, the values that
I learned from my parents, and carrying those
forward in everything I do.”
JUD GE

12 Wooster
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From his office at the top
of the Carl B. Stokes U.S.
Courthouse, Judge Solomon
Oliver hears a wide range of
cases—from civil lawsuits
for employment discrimination
to conspiracies to buy and
sell drugs.
Photos: Karol Crosbie

SOLOMON OLIVER JR. ’69

I

n the summer of 1994, shortly after Solomon
Oliver Jr., a professor of law and associate dean
at Cleveland-Marshall College of Law, was confirmed as President Clinton’s choice for U.S.
District Court Judge for the Northern District
of Ohio, he received a congratulatory call from Judge Rod
Kennedy ’77.
“Now I think Sol Oliver is a great human being,” says
Kennedy. “But after I’d told him ‘Congrats,’ I said, ‘You’ve got to
watch it. The Chief Justice told me that they put powder in your
robe—kind of like jerk powder—and if you put it on without
cleaning it first, then you become a jerk.’”
Oliver replied that he could foresee no problem. The robe he
was wearing was not a judge’s robe at all, but a minister’s robe,
worn by his uncle. He would welcome anything that rubbed off.
The playful story illustrates what Judge Oliver considers his
touchstone. “I am grounded by my family. I have a responsibility
to stay true to my heritage and the values that I learned.”
Sol Oliver, the fourth of 10 children of the Reverend
Solomon and Willie Lee Oliver, grew up in a small town
near Birmingham, Alabama, during a time of segregation,
repression, and unrest. Blacks could not take jobs as bus drivers or even store clerks. Serving in government roles was
unthinkable. In 1963, the same year as the Birmingham
church bombing, Oliver was traveling through rural Georgia
to a church convention with two deacons. When he tried to
use a gas station restroom, he was attacked by the white
attendant, who was convinced that the trio had been sent by
Attorney General Robert Kennedy to integrate the facility.
Oliver took note, figuring that if the Attorney General could
strike such fear in people’s hearts, then perhaps being a lawyer
was a pretty good idea.
Repression, says Oliver, is a teacher. “The question is, ‘What is
your response?’ Do you grow to hate your oppressors? Or grow to
hate yourself? For me, the answer was, ‘Neither.’ My parents
taught me that people like this aren’t monsters, or less than human
beings, but simply people who are misguided. And this lesson I’ve
carried with me for life. When I look at the people I have to sentence, it’s my responsibility not to condemn them as human beings.”

As Oliver talks about his job, he chooses his words with careful deliberation. One word reappears many times: Respect. His
courtroom, he says, must be a place of respect. He treats everyone who comes before him with respect. He demands that attorneys respect each other.
And does the power of being a judge ever prompt him to
worry about that jerk phenomenon that Judge Kennedy alerted
him to?
“I don’t think of a judge as being who I am. It’s what I do. If
people I respect believed that I saw myself as a better human
being with higher status because I was a judge, that would be
upsetting to me. I’d be very disappointed and upset with myself.
“My whole approach involves remembering who I am, where
I came from, the values that I learned from my parents, and carrying those forward in everything I do.”
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D E N I S E R E I LLY ’ 7 5

I

Judge Denise Reilly raises a question about a disputed ballot during
the Senate recount trial of Al Franken and Norm Coleman.
AP Photos: Jim Mone

14 Wooster WI NTE R 2010

n April 2009, the nation held its breath as a three-judge
panel decided the winner of Minnesota’s disputed U.S.
Senate election between Democrat Al Franken and
Republican Norm Coleman, a decision that would determine which political party controlled the Senate. Denise
Ducharme Reilly ’75, assistant chief judge of the Fourth Judicial District,
and the other two panelists declared Franken the winner, a ruling that was
affirmed by the Minnesota Supreme Court.
Reilly and the other panelists have received high praise for their role,
including a Community Service Award from the Minnesota District Judges
Foundation. But Reilly is just as valued for the day-to-day work she does.
(The College awarded her a Distinguished Alumni Award in 2006). Shortly
after the conclusion of the Franken-Coleman deliberations, a journalist with
MinnPost.com wrote a gritty account of a typical workday for Judge Denise
Reilly. Excerpts follow.
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“All rise. Court is in session.” A handful of interested parties
stand in a dimly lit, well-worn courtroom, complete with a white
camera wire dangling from one of its walls. “The Honorable
Denise Reilly presiding.” From a door stage right, comes the robed
jurist, white coffee mug in hand.
Hennepin County District Court Judge Reilly’s work has
returned to its real-life normalcy. The U.S. Senate recount—over
which Reilly presided with two other state court judges—must
seem long ago and far away.
The setting surely is.
The St. Paul-based Minnesota Judicial Center’s Courtroom
300, the soundstage for the seven-week-long drama of the Norm
Coleman-Al Franken election contest, is a temple to justice, with
marble steps leading to it, polished oak highlighting its grandeur, a
judges’ bench that ethereally elevates the rulers in robes, and skylights that shine openness onto a setting of gravity and fairness. It
has, says Reilly, “an aura.”
Not Reilly’s Courtroom 655 of the Hennepin County
Government Center, 10 miles to the west of the recount trial
venue. Courtroom 655 has all the charm of a bureaucrat’s beige
cubicle, with its low ceiling, awful lighting, and claustrophobic
square footage.
The rumbles of the nearby light-rail trains on Fifth Street provide an intermittent beat to the proceedings. No cameras in this
courtroom. No Twittering by journalists monitoring every postcourtroom media scrum by spinmeister lawyers. No glamour.

Same dispassionate judicial style

Her stance is familiar to anyone who watched the ColemanFranken trial. As she settles into her chair, Reilly immediately tells
the lawyers she has read all the filings, so there is no need for them
to repeat themselves. (They do anyway.) She gazes with intent,
although how her mind isn’t wandering borders on miraculous.
And she stares over her glasses, which have slipped down her nose.
Unlike the recount trial, in which every order was so meticulously written and decided by the troika, on this day Reilly rules
from the bench and swiftly sets a time for a trial.
“I want this thing to get moving,” she says. She has another
matter waiting for her in Courtroom 1156.
You would think that—like athletes after a World Series, or
actors after a run on Broadway, or candidates after an election—
there would be some “artist’s depression” for a judge moving from a
national spotlight to a routine civil case. But, no, Reilly says later in
an interview in her chambers. “The election contest trial was really
exciting and exhausting, but there hasn’t been a crash. My civil stuff
just has been backing up.”

Judge Denise Reilly received high
praise for her role in Minnesota’s
disputed U.S. Senate election.

Different world on 11th floor

Five floors up the Government Center elevator is the Property
Drug Court. Courtroom 1156 has yet another personality. A probation officer has her own desk in the large, lecture-hall like room.
Three sheriff ’s deputies work the room. A sign outside the courtroom orders all hats off heads and no sleeping allowed.
A public defender and county attorney stand side-by-side, as
defendants are called to face the judge, their numbers hollered out
as if they were buying sliced turkey at a deli.
Reilly sits above the fray and listens to everyone’s story. A car
was stolen. A bad check was written. Probation was violated.
To her right is a glass-encased holding pen, where a steady
stream of offenders, dressed in their orange prison jumpsuits, wait
to be released or to have new court dates set.
A woman in orange stands at a microphone behind the glass.
She has missed a court date and has turned herself in on a warrant. “Bail has been ordered at $5,000,” says Reilly.
“Are you able to make bail?”
The woman, in her 20s, shakes her head no.
The public defender explains that the woman skipped the
court date because she was in Las Vegas. She was there giving
birth to her fifth child. Reilly looks at the report in front of her. It
is not about absentee ballots. It is not about which political party
will control the U.S. Senate.
“I’m going to conditionally release you,” Reilly says to the
woman in trouble. “Make sure you make all of your court
appearances.”
Later, in her chambers, back on the sixth floor, Reilly says,
“I really enjoy that courtroom. I like the attorneys. I like the
court staff.”
But it’s sad, isn’t it?
“It is,” says the former assistant U.S. attorney. “We see people
stealing because they’re feeding a drug habit.” She pauses. The
election contest for which she and the other panelists will long be
remembered must have crossed her mind.
“It’s very far removed from what we did in St. Paul,” says
Judge Reilly.
Jay Weiner is a writer for MinnPost.com
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LANCE MASON ’89

W

Wooster seniors Shane Legg
and Claire Burgess captured
the Moot Court regional championship, which took place on
campus. Five of Wooster’s 18
two-person teams qualified for
the national tournament.
Photos: Matt Dilyard

hen Lance Mason was a lawyer with a
large firm in Cleveland, he defended illegal drug traffickers and users. He pleaded
with judges to keep his clients out of jail.
And he knew when he had won.
When Lance Mason was an assistant attorney with the
Cuyahoga County prosecutor’s office, he prosecuted drug
traffickers and asked judges to send the miscreants to jail for
a long time. And he knew when he had won.
In his seven years as a legislator for the State of Ohio, he
was the ranking Democrat on judiciary and criminal justice
committees for the both the House and Senate. He helped to
pass legislation that got tough on crime, including laws that
increased penalties for domestic violence and required sex
offenders to register and notify the neighborhoods where
they lived. And he knew when he had won.
Today, Mason has just finished his first year as a judge for
Cuyahoga County and winning is irrelevant. “It’s hard to
know when you’ve made an impact,” he says. “By the time I
see someone, it’s a very bad situation.” Illegal drugs are at the
heart of most of his cases; people have broken the law to get
money for their addictions or have hurt others while they’re
under the influence. As he sentences between four and five
people every week, all of his past experiences come together.
Which might make the job easier. But it does not.
“I find that the sentencing decisions that I make are much
more challenging than I ever expected,” he says. “You really
are making life-changing decisions. When you separate a
person from his family, it’s a tough decision. It doesn’t matter
how bad the person is, someone loves them.”

Small signs

Wooster’s Moot Court
Wooster’s Moot Court teams, which provide valuable training for
pre-law students, routinely bring honor to the College. The teams
always do well, but last year, a Wooster team was named Best in
the Nation, beating out 65 other teams.
The national competition is made possible because of the
participation of more than 30 Wooster alumni, including retired
judges Sam Bell ’47, K. William Bailey ’68, and Robert Lawther ’50.
“Our legal alumni have enhanced the education of our students.
They show a genuine interest,” says John Rudisill, assistant professor of philosophy and pre-law advising chair.

16 Wooster W I N T E R 2 0 1 0

In late afternoon on a darkening November day, Mason
meets with two cantankerous attorneys, in a pre-sentencing
meeting. The prosecuting and defending attorneys disagree
over procedural issues, and Mason listens carefully. Any
notion that a judge’s everyday work is romantic is dispelled.
“The romantic part,” he says when the lawyers leave the
room, “is the system’s insistence that a defendant understand his rights and the charges that are being brought
against him.”
But when the formal sentencing ensues, everyone is still
confused, and the attorneys and the accused leave the room
for more conversation. Judge Mason waits.
The trio returns, the attorneys apologize to each other,
and the defendant, a repeat offender, pleads guilty to all
charges. Mason sentences him to 10 months in prison.
But as he does, he remembers conversations with the
director of prison rehabilitation. “They’re seeing prisons
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“We need to be smarter with our sentencing.
Do people get better in prison? I don’t know.”
JUD GE

LANCE

T.

MASON

that are overpopulated. We need to be smarter with our
sentencing. Do people get better in prison? I don’t know.”
But Judge Mason has learned to watch for and recognize
small signs. “Someone was in my courtroom the other day,
and my first thought was that I was tired of seeing her. But
when I listened, I could see that even though she wasn’t
compliant with all of the things I had asked for, she was
making progress.
“Not perfection, but progress.”

Judge Lance Mason, who came to the bench with experience as a criminal defense
lawyer and prosecuting attorney, has completed his first year as a metropolitan
judge for Cuyahoga County in Ohio. “The sentencing decisions that I make are
much more challenging than I ever expected,” he says.
Photos: Karol Crosbie
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buzzer signals that the proceedings have begun, the curtains part, and the
Supreme Court justices walk out in unison. The crier marshal chants the
well-worn call: “Oyez, Oyez, Oyez, all persons having business before the
honorable, the Supreme Court of the United States, are admonished to draw
near and give their attention, for the court is now sitting. God save the United States and
this honorable court.”
For Paul De Marco ’81, an appeals lawyer specializing in civil suits, arguing a case before
the country’s highest court may well have been a once-in-a-lifetime experience. Ben Mizer
’99, top legal appellate counsel to the Ohio Attorney General, is already scheduled to argue
another case in March. Both men say they will never forget the experience.
To the uninitiated, all of this buzzing and yelling can be unsettling. De Marco has
observed rookies become unnerved before the arguments even begin. But he was ready for
anything the morning had to offer, with many observations, an orientation session, and
several moot court practice sessions under his belt. “It is something to watch,” he says.
“They don’t have an army and nobody plays a song when they walk in, but all the power
of the judicial branch emanates from that one room.
“It’s the kind of experience where halfway through, you want to turn around to your
family and friends and say, ‘This is really, really cool!’”

Artist Todd Crespi’s depiction of Paul De Marco ’81
presenting to the Supreme Court on March 3, 2009.
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Mizer experienced an unusual case of butterflies,
because he was arguing before his former boss, Justice
John Paul Stevens, for whom he had clerked. Before
the arguments began, Mizer made a motion to admit a
friend of his—another lawyer—into the courtroom. “I
stood and looked up to see Justice Stevens smiling
down knowingly. It threw me off a little bit. But then
the arguments started, and the butterflies were gone.
It was very special.”
Mizer’s case, argued on April 27, 2009, involved
allowing the State of Ohio to conduct a hearing that
would address whether a defendant who had been sentenced to death for murder is mentally retarded. Mizer
won the case, convincing the Court that a hearing did
not put the defendant in jeopardy twice for the same
crime.
De Marco’s case, argued on March 3, 2009, was a
complicated civil case involving the tensions between
the right to sue in court and being required to use
arbitration when multiple parties are involved in a dispute. De Marco, who lost the case, said it was so technical that a widely-quoted Cornell law professor cited
the case to support the argument that when new
Supreme Court justices arrive, they should already be
seasoned appellate judges. Said De Marco, “I told my
opponent, ‘We’ve been officially nerded out.’”
Both lawyers describe their personal style before the
Supreme Court justices (and, in fact, before all judges) as
calm and respectful. De Marco’s good buddy, David Gilliss
’80, a lawyer who attended his friend’s Supreme Court debut,
is more effusive. “Paul is such a thinker! He is rational, clear,
precise—you should have seen him!”
The bottom line, say both Mizer and De Marco, is
that they were mouthpieces for something that is larger than their own careers. “When you get to the
Supreme Court, you realize very quickly that they are
writing an opinion that is not just for your case, but
for the 10,000 cases that are going to apply to your
case,” says De Marco. “When you’re arguing before the
Supreme Court, you have to orient your thinking away
from the specific facts of your case, and ask yourself,
‘How can I prevail and yet still allow them to write an
opinion that they can feel comfortable applying to
those 10,000 other cases?”

20 Wooster W I N T E R 2 0 1 0

BEN MIZER ’99
S olicitor GENERAL, STATE OF OH IO
en Mizer, 33, Ohio’s Solicitor General, relishes the difficult case. And he has plenty to relish. By the time a
case lands on the desk of Mizer and his six deputies,
there has been disagreement among lower court
judges, and a ruling has been appealed. When a case
involving the state’s agencies or departments has been appealed,
Mizer’s office represents the state before the United States
Supreme Court, the federal Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals, and
the Ohio Supreme Court. “It’s fun,” he says.
Less fun is the tumultuous ebb and flow of public scrutiny. A
year after Mizer was permanently appointed to the job by Ohio’s
Attorney General, he was plunged into an inflammatory debate.
Faced with declining tax revenues and the threat of huge cuts to
the state’s educational system, Ohio’s governor decided to install
slot machines at horseracing tracks. Because the decision
involved raising money for the budget, the state (via Mizer)
argued that the public didn’t need to sign off on the slot
machines. But lower courts and a boisterous public disagreed.

B
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PAUL DE MARCO ’81

A

Mizer argued the case before the Ohio Supreme Court,
which ruled that the state’s citizens did in fact have the right
to vote on the installation of slot machines. “We lost rather
badly,” says Mizer. And even though the public eventually did
vote for the slot machines, getting there was not fun. “It was
a hard case, and I enjoyed the fact that it was hard,” he says.
“I didn’t enjoy the public criticism that I took as the governor’s lawyer. I was just doing my job. He’s the office holder
and it’s my job to represent him.”
How does Mizer prepare for cases that are particularly difficult? “I totally immerse myself. And the best way is to write the
brief. Nothing crystallizes an argument better than writing it.”
He first developed his style, says Mizer, at Wooster’s Moot
Court. “I don’t think my style has changed a whole lot. How I
prepared oral arguments, how I conducted myself at the podium
during competitions… is the same as I do today. I figured out
something that worked for me then, and it still works for me.”

Solicitor General Ben Mizer ’99 has a panoramic view of
Columbus, Ohio. Photo: Karol Crosbie

jury trial ends, a verdict is handed down, and the
smiling lawyers of the winning party return to their
law offices to celebrate. But if a decision is
appealed, winning lawyers may abruptly stop smiling. Enter the appellate lawyer, an attorney who
specializes in the appeal process. Enter Paul De Marco.
“Trial lawyers can be like fish out of water in the appeals process,” says
De Marco, an attorney with a large law firm in Cincinnati who has spent
25 years developing this niche. “Dealing with a jury is very different from
dealing only with a panel of judges.”
While the trial lawyer may appeal to the emotions of the jury, an
appellate lawyer knows that emotions won’t get him very far with a good
judge. “And that’s why I like the appellate court,” says De Marco. “You are
judged only on the weight of your reasoning. There are absolutely no
histrionics. Which is not to say you don’t frame your arguments in human
terms. You do. But they’re arguments, not appeals to passion.”
De Marco is present at many of the trials of the 16 other attorneys at his firm. His role is to be sure that the permanent record
reflects anything that might be needed in case of an appeal. “The
record is what controls the appeal,” he says. “So I’m there to protect
the record—to make sure it says what we want it to say. You can’t
raise on appeal things you didn’t raise below.”
The player that De Marco watches most carefully is the judge.
“In an appellate court, the panel of judges are not concerned with
the jury,” he explains. “They’re concerned with the judge. Did the
judge make the right calls on admitting or excluding evidence? Did
the judge tell the jury the right law?”
But if the details are (by De Marco’s own description) “nerdy,” the cases
can be high profile. De Marco’s cases include a lawsuit by nuclear industry
workers exposed to too much radiation, a prison riot, the case of Vikings
football star Korey Stringer, who died of heat stroke, Holocaust victims’
suit against Swiss and Austrian banks, and defective childhood vaccines.
“I’m a researcher, writer, and oral advocate all rolled into one,” he says.
“My bottom line is prevailing through rational, objective arguments.”
Appeals lawyer Paul De Marco ’81 at the law library in the Hamilton
County Courthouse, Cincinnati, Ohio Photo: Ruth Bosley
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Deep in Amish country, about 20 miles south
of Wooster, lies a tract of land called Fern
Valley which is both ordinary and special.
Two small streams run through 40 acres of
second growth forest. Abutting the woods is
pasture, where heifers graze. Small areas
have been cultivated for gardens and raspberries. On a day in late fall, the golden
silence is interrupted by the scream of a
hawk, on the hunt.

Lessons from

fernvalley
photos and text by KAROL CROSBIE
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Betty and David Wilkin

f

ifteen years ago, Betty Crooks Wilkin ’64, then a
public school French teacher, and David Wilkin, a
professor at the College, decided to act on their
dream of buying some forested acres for hiking,
birding, and gardening. The time was right.
They had paid their children’s last college tuition check and felt
suddenly wealthy. Betty, who had taught for 17 years in a windowless classroom, was ready to be outside at the end of the day.
Also, the couple had just returned from a trip to Europe, where a
heavy dose of big city living made Betty yearn for the green solitude of rural northeastern Ohio.
The couple named their land Fern Valley and saw that their
valley had much to teach them. They learned the peculiar dining
habits of deer, who will eat your grapevines one year and ignore
them the next, in favor of young raspberry plants. They learned
that raccoons will always win and abandoned all hope of growing
corn. Resident ground hogs taught the new owners to plant more
vegetables than they needed. When a tornado passed through,
their Amish neighbors helped them clear fallen trees. In exchange
for the lumber, their neighbors built a small shed for them.
They learned that they must pull the invasive wild garlic
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mustard that was bullying out other plants in their woods,
and that if left unattended, the insidious multiflora rose
would clog paths.
They learned where to find chanterelle mushrooms and how
the changing seasons affected their land. “There’s a certain joy in
coming back over the years and throughout the seasons to the
same place,” says Betty.
About five years ago, College biology classes began coming to
Fern Valley, at the Wilkins’ invitation. Their valley nurtured a
variety of Independent Studies—one on the ways different conditions affect the decomposition of leaves in streams and one on
how radishes respond to various growing conditions. From
Wooster’s professors and students, they learned what kind of fish
and salamanders lived in their streams and how a pollution-free
environment affected the lichens on their maple trees.
As they began to think about the future of their land, the
benefits of a permanent relationship between the College and
Fern Valley became clear. The couple secured a conservation easement and made an irrevocable commitment to give Fern Valley to
the College. The process of transferring the title has begun.
Lyn Loveless, chair of the biology department, helped to coordinate the details of the transfer, which included convincing
administrators that the College should own a field station. It
wasn’t difficult. “It’s unusual for a college of our caliber not to have
a tract of forested or natural land on which to carry out long-term
research,” says Loveless. “In fact, presently our college is the only
member of the Great Lakes Colleges Association that doesn’t
have this kind of natural research space.”
W I N T E R 2 0 1 0 Wooster 25
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Students from the Field Botany
and Plant Schematics class ford
the stream at Fern Valley.

a

A new classroom
lthough Fern Valley has thus far been used for biology,
environmental studies, and geology classes, its potential is far-reaching. A dark night sky makes it a perfect
site for astronomy classes; art and creative writing
students could find it a source of inspiration; first-year
seminars might use it as a focus for a multitude of
worthy questions.
On a day in late fall, members of the Field Botany and Plant
Schematics class and their professor, Lyn Loveless, tromp through
the woods and across the stream, looking for plant specimens. By
the semester’s end, the students will need to collect, press, and
sketch identify 35 plants representing 15 species. Although they
have been given permission to dig up plants from public areas, it’s
more satisfying to collect and identify plants in their own private
woods, where there are no curious (or censorious) onlookers.
Future Wooster students will return to the same area, and their
specimens will contribute to a long-term database.
A killing frost is imminent, and Loveless urges her class members to make good progress. She stops frequently along the way to
talk about plants. Here’s the Christmas fern, which stays green all
winter. And here’s the maidenhair fern. Who remembers the lifecycle of the fern?
Here’s the hepatica plant, whose leaves have three lobes,
like the human liver, and whose name derives from the Greek
word hepar, meaning liver. The plant was once thought to be
useful to treat liver disorders. Does anyone know what the
Doctrine of Signatures means? It’s an ancient philosophy that
maintained that God marked plants to indicate their purpose
for humans.
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The students watch, listen, and dig a few plants. The season is at an end, and there aren’t many plants left that they
need for their assignment.
“This is what we have left.”
There is nothing unusual about Fern Valley, and its very ordinariness makes it important, says Loveless. “This is typical northeast Ohio woodland in the 21st century, and it reflects what
happened in this region over the last 200 years,” she says.
What is not here is as important as what is. If students had
walked through Fern Valley 200 years ago, before the logging
began, they might have seen 15 species of ferns, instead of five.
Instead of seeing predominantly poplar, ash, and buckeye trees,
they would have seen huge hemlocks and maples. They might
have heard the cooing of thousands of passenger pigeons (now
extinct), roosting high in the huge trees. Our students of yesteryear would not have stopped to pull garlic mustard nor
sworn under their breath at the pesky multiflora rose. These
invasive species had not yet arrived in Ohio.
Logging and agriculture, which have reduced Ohio’s woodlands by as much as 90 percent, have caused species habitat
fragmentation, says Loveless. “When habitats are disconnected—or broken into chunks—populations of species in those
habitats become crowded, smaller, and more vulnerable to
extinction.
“This valley reflects the woods that we have left in Holmes and
Wayne Counties. This is what we have to work with. Students can
learn to appreciate what these woods hold and how to conserve the
natural diversity here. This is how our future wilderness will be
shaped.
“And that’s why this is such a wonderful gift.”
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There is nothing unusual about Fern
Valley, and its very ordinariness
makes it important, says Loveless.

At Fern Valley, Jordan Welker ’11 collects a Christmas fern for an assignment for Prof. Lyn Loveless, chair of biology.
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by JIMMY WILKINSON MEYER
P H O T O S b y M A T T D I L YA R D

W O O S T E R’S

PipeOrgan
For over a century,
a mighty sound

On a cold, snowy day in February 1902, 16 horses slowly pulled eight
wagonloads of wood and metal from the Wooster railroad station up the
hill to campus. Over the next four weeks, builders assembled the pieces into
a grand new pipe organ. A few of those pieces, well-crafted over a century
ago, still speak in 2010, contributing to the majestic sound produced by the
Davis Memorial Organ in McGaw Chapel.
The 1902 pipe organ outlasted one chapel building. It endured insect
invasions, humidity and temperature fluctuations, and heated discussions
over its design and accoutrements. Several College professors have sat at the
console, as well as numerous Westminster Presbyterian Church staff members, students, and distinguished visitors, including organists from London’s
Westminster Abbey. Thanks to the generosity of generations of College
alumni and friends, notably the Davis family, reconstructions and additions
along the way have helped to preserve and enhance the organ’s rich tones.
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“ You build these organs. You will not remain long in purgatory.”
—A L B E R T S C H W E I T Z E R (to Walter Holtkamp, after playing a Holtkamp organ)

Bl u e p i p e s , s u p e r i o r s o u n d
Construction of Memorial Chapel was well underway before
fire destroyed the The College of Wooster’s main building late in
1901. The dedication of the chapel and its organ in March 1902
offered faculty and students a respite from frantic fund-raising to
rebuild the campus. Sophia Strong Taylor of Cleveland, who had
attended the College’s preparatory department as a teenager,
donated $5,000 for the organ. The Austin Organ Company of
Hartford, Connecticut, built the instrument, its Opus 63.
Wooster newspapers reported that the College’s first pipe
organ, then the largest in this part of Ohio, covered one end of
the choir loft. With three manuals (keyboards), and 25 ranks
(sets of pipes), it represented “the highest development in modern organ construction,” according to the 1903 music Catalogue.
The front pipes were light blue, decorated “in harmony” with the
organ’s polished oak case and the chapel’s woodwork. As for its
sound, the Catalogue enthused, “The voicing of the different registers is very superior.”
By the late 1940s, though, the grand Austin was outdated.
An organ reform movement of the era promoted instruments
with the flexibility to produce contrapuntal music by composers
such as Johann Sebastian Bach. Richard T. “R.T.” Gore, then the
College music department chair and a Bach devotee, likely influenced the decision to acquire this new type of organ.
Re b u i l d i n g a n d re n ov a t i o n
In 1950, siblings David D. Davis, Margaret Davis, and
Edward P. Davis pledged $20,000 to the College to support a
new pipe organ. The southern Ohio family was well acquainted
with Howard Lowry, the College’s president at the time, and
knew of Wooster’s desire for an organ. The donation was added
to an organ fund established by the Class of 1949.
To construct the organ, the College chose the Walter
Holtkamp Organ Company of Cleveland, Ohio, known for its
progressive designs. Rather than create an entirely new instrument, the company rebuilt and expanded the existing one—
increasing the number of ranks from 25 to 57. The work was
completed in stages, as funds permitted. Along with transforming the instrument’s inner workings and pipes, the effort’s first
phase included rearranging the choir loft, in part to accommodate a moveable console. In 1955 Margaret and Edward Davis

gave the College another donation of $25,000 in memory of
David, who had died the previous year. With these funds in
place, Holtkamp worked to complete the job.
Di ff e r i n g v i e w p o i n t s
Negotiating the modifications sometimes hit rough waters.
Decisions had to be made on the console’s finish—walnut or
oak? (Oak, with a few pieces in walnut.) Some protested Gore’s
intention to replace the chapel’s hanging lanterns with spotlights.
(The lanterns went.) The project finally concluded, and on Nov.
20, 1955, Gore played the dedicatory recital on Holtkamp’s
Opus 1661. His program included Mozart, Brahms, Hindemith,
and of course, Bach.
Disputes continued. Should the dossal (fabric behind the altar
that covered some organ pipes) be removable or permanent? Did
it diminish the sound appreciably? What should be done about
the moths that gathered in the pipes? The chapel’s open windows and doors gave the bugs easy access. Humidity and temperature changes in the 50-year-old stone building also
presented ongoing challenges.
So a r i n g s c u l p t u re
The Davis Memorial Organ underwent refurbishing before
being installed in McGaw Chapel in 1971 and again in the early
1990s. Donations from Evan E. Davis ’57, the nephew of David,
grandson of Edward P., and son of College Trustee E. E. Davis,
supported the work each time. The Alumni Bulletin compared
the instrument’s setting in McGaw to “a soaring Brancusi sculpture,” with metal pipes of all sizes contrasting with the surrounding walnut-stained oak. Previously unseen, but now visible in
McGaw, the large shutters covering some of the pipes assist the
organist in adjusting the sound—and provide a visual diversion
as they open and close.
The organ’s current incarnation features 62 ranks, 47 speaking
stops, and 3,366 pipes. At least four ranks and one pedal date
from the original Austin. The College recently contracted with
the Schantz Organ Company of Orrville, Ohio, to keep the
instrument in fine shape.
Over a century after the wagons delivered the Austin to
Wooster, the Davis Memorial Organ remains the largest pipe
organ in northeast Ohio and speaks mightily.
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The Index Office
has extra yearbooks
for sale from the
following years:
1990,1994-98,
2000, 2002-2007.
To inquire, contact
index@wooster.edu.
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" 1941

ALFREDA GABRIEL
(CAMPBELL)
Marysville, Ohio
Sociology

" 1951

DAVID D. DOWD JR.
Massillon, Ohio
Political science

77!

R. K E N N E DY

|

TO LE D O, O H I O
" 1975

DENISE DUCHARME
(REILLY)
Orono, Minnesota
Religion

Index

Update
KOD

E100SW

SOLOMON OLIVER JR.
Bessemer, Alabama
Philosophy,
political science

" 1957

DAVID DUNGAN
South Salem, Ohio
English

" 1948
58!

It is possible that you’ve read stories about the demise of college yearbooks. For
example, after 100 years of publication, Purdue University in Indiana ended its yearbook
in 2008. So did nearby DePauw University. So did Bowling Green State University in
Ohio, when annual sales, which peaked at 3,600 in 1986, fell to 300 yearbooks in 2008.
So we thought you might want an update on Wooster’s Index. Publication of the last
two years is behind schedule, and the yearbook office carries a $30,000 debt. But three
enthusiastic students recently stepped up to the plate, and an Alumni Office staff member has offered to coordinate the book’s administration.
Wooster’s first yearbook rolled off the presses in 1874 and was published continually
for the next 135 years with only one hiatus. In 1991-93 (well before the advent of today’s
Facebook scapegoat), there was a lapse in student interest, and the book was not
published. Those empty years have had a lasting impact, says Sandy Eyre Nichols ’94,
director of Alumni Relations and the Wooster Fund. “Without the history that we rely on
the Index to provide, it’s been harder to connect alumni from those classes.”
By 1994, the Index was back up and running, thanks to one student. Elise Bates
Russell ’95 took note, went to the College’s president, Stan Hales, and said, “We can’t
let the Index die.”
While administrators can help in times of crisis, the book’s future will depend on
Wooster’s current students, says Nichols.

" 1969

LANCE “NED”
SHREFFLER
Shelby, Ohio
Political Science
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In Closing

WEATHER PATTERNS
Winter works its art on McGaw Chapel
and Andrews Library.
Photos by Karol Crosbie

